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About This Game

Prologue
On April 6th 2009, the Carson family disappeared from their home in Richmond, and were never heard from again. The last
known communication with the family came when Mr.Carson contacted local police to report the occurrence of a series of

unexplained phenomena. The following events take place on the night the Carson family disappeared.

Description
The Night The Carsons Disappeared is a VR ONLY horror game that puts you in the shoes of Michael Carson. On April 6th

2009, Michael and his two daughters vanished and were never heard from again. In TNTCD you witness the events leading up to
their disappearance through the eyes of Michael Carson. This is the non-interactive version of the game. You do not need any
controllers. Sit back, and watch the horror unfold. Ideal if you want to scare family and friends at Halloween. The entire game

takes around 30 minutes (or less if you choose the shorter version via the menu screen).

Why Play The Night The Carsons Disappeared

 Who doesn't want to play VR horror games leading up to Halloween

 Only takes around 30 minutes (With the option to play a shorter version too)

 No controls required (just a headset), so don't worry about not being familiar with game controls
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 It doesn't require any prior gaming / VR experience

 Ideal for scaring friends and family

What's Next?
The interactive Vive version of the game is in development.

Important Notes

 This is a VR only game. Do NOT purchase this game if you do not have a VR headset

 The game is about 30 minutes long. Do NOT purchase the game if you will be unhappy with the length of the game.

 This is the Non-Interactive version of the game. Sit back and relax.
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Title: The Night The Carsons Disappeared
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Stephen Long
Publisher:
Stephen Long
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Dual Core 2.33 GHz Intel or 3.0 GHz AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 8800, AMD Radeon 4850 or Intel HD Graphics 5200 or better (1GB graphics memory or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible

English
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What does a virgin say after her first bj?. Ok lets start.. you wil not like this game if you are under 25 years old. Cause this is old
school fps with old graphics and controls. Its a finding the way kind of game where you need to find a key, lock up next room
etc etc. Its not great but there is tons of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games that makes this game to golden. But its
f2p and if you want to have a little childhoodnostalgia, then try it out. Do you remeber games titles like "Zero Tolerans"? That
was the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665back then, if i played this in 1995 i would have loved this game.

Pros:
Nostalgia
The sound....attackasdfhkasfhasl from the green dude is super!
Its better then GASP

Cons:
Bad rewiews from younger kids that dont have any clue about what they are talking about.
And the game isnt that great.. Two thumbs down on this one. The UI is nearly impenetreable and there is no tutorial at all. It just
throws you in and assumes you'll be able to figure things out. The diplomacy system makes no sense and 9 times out of 10 you
won't even be aware people are trying to give you "diplomatic missions" until you get the alert that your time is up. The system
for setting up trade routes and supply runs to even out resources in your empire is so convoluted that even after a *long* time
trying to figure it out I simply threw my hands in the air and gave up, usually with over half of my planets completely unable to
make anything because they're missing some critical resource that, no matter how much I try, I can't seem to ship in from other
worlds that have excess.

The battles are basically just giant zerg rushes and frequently cause massive drops in FPS because the computer just builds up
huge-massive fleets and sends them all over the place, thanks to there being no unit cap. And a player that isn't aware of the size
scaling issues can very easily set the scale too large only to discover later in the game that when they *thought* they were doing
well it turns out that the computer made a fleet of like 1000 super ships the size of several star systems.

TLDR- The game isn't very fun, it's got a near impossible learning curve, there's no tutorials or explanations for the vast
majority of in game functions and the ship designing does not pause the game, meaning every time you need to upgrade or
change around ships you're wasting time that you *should* have been spending micro-managing your empire. Which,
unfortunately, is required because without constant attention everything just falls apart.

2 big thumbs down. If I could send a message back in time the first thing it would say are the numbers to a winning lottery, and
the second thing it would say is not to waste money on this game.. That moment when the developers couldn't just copy the
community made map and make it free, but they remade and absolutely ruined the level. Don't waste your time and money on
that crap, you'll better download mod manager and play some ACTUALLY GOOD COMMUNITY maps.. This game is just not
worth the money with how it handles.

The game drops frames and slows down everything. Before picking back up and killing you while you're navigating the tight
laser boxes which are almost on every level. Replay value is low but can be picked up with the integration of steams' workshop
feature.

But good luck with figuring out which way you're facing as you are a circle with only a small gap as your face. Which even then
is covered by the white recharge bars.

In conclusion, it's not worth it with the current build but it is salvageable in the future.. Pros :
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Cons:

Repetitive and boring gameplay from the start.. Great game, made me♥♥♥♥♥in the first 3 seconds. Would reccomend this
game to everyone if you want to have a good time!. (1st Review) It's a Digital Artbook, nuff said. Deleted old reveiw due to
disturbing amouts of death threat messages)
Uf you like any of the other visuale novels on Steam you should find quite a few things to enjoy in this game, a little expensive
yeah but for the content i think its worth your steam wallet.
Also boobs, thats enough to garuntee most of steam will buy it; i mean have you seen the Sakura series? People eat that up to the
point they have a damn clicker spinoff.

Long story short i reccomend and don't intend to offend.. This is a different breakout game then the usual
It's not about a lot of blocks in the map to hit, its about how to get further, and trying to get further
use different functions like shooting spikes to make some moments a little difficult
There are also bosses to defeat
great job!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qv6S6kuX-A
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Simple but fun! 11/10 would play "You're worth it" on repeat again.. After playing with it a lot and finding a mod that I enjoy
playing with I would say get this game if you see it on sale again. It has multiplayer and the concept behind it is amazing and
really really interesting. Be warned though the complexity of this game will cause you to have to restart over and over until you
get a good idea of how to work what.. It's 2015 and I'm still enjoying this. I have already accepted in my life that I will never
find any other action-tech music this good ever again.
I would buy this game again simply for the soundtrack. 99\/10. I usually burn through a game and forget about it, never wanting
to put that much effort into the thing again. But I started playing this and got through it once... and started again to try a
different way. There seemed to be so many ways to approach certain goals that I got sucked in replaying it three times before I
called it a day ^^ Then I figured out about all the spells that I had thought were useless the first time through and an entire new
dimension to the story was opened. Give this game a try. Give it two or three tries and enjoy!. Fast, easy and not complicated
whatsoever!. Fun
+Creative
+Roguelike
+Awesome

-Controls a little glitchy

4/5

This is a really awesome, different take on a roguelike game. If you like Rogue-likes and games that really make you think this
is for you!

 If you liked this review Make sure to Click here and give a follow for more reviews of good, bad and decent VR titles.
And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles. 
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